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Sir,
Recurrent aphthous stomatitis (RAS) is the appearance
of recidivant aphthae, almost exclusively in the oral
cavity. Atopy is defined as a genetically determined
disorder in which there is an increased likelihood of IgE
antibodies forming, and an increased susceptibility to
diseases such as asthma, hay fever and atopic dermatitis
(1). RAS can be part of the symptoms in Behçet disease,
Sweet syndrome and Crohn disease, but often it is
idiopathic. Atopy can have a significant association
with other immunological mediated diseases, e.g. alopecia
areata (1, 2). Of added interest is the fact that the
pathology of the aphthae involves many signs of
immunological complexity (1, 3). Additionally, there are
many reports correlating RAS with food allergy or food
intolerance (FA/FI) (4 – 9). Based on this multifaceted
background of RAS, we decided to investigate whether
patients affected by RAS present clinical manifestations of
atopy or have an atopic background.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
We studied 46 patients aged 12 and 48 years (25 females
and 21 males) affected by idiopathic RAS without clinical
or laboratory data characteristics of Behçet disease, iron
deficiency, gastrointestinal diseases, endocrine alterations or
immunodeficiency.
All 46 patients were investigated for familiar and personal
history of atopy and had total IgE determination, specific IgE
antibody test in serum, skin prick tests to common inhalant
and food allergens (Lofarma, Italy), and skin patch test to
Dermatophagoides mix (Chemotechnique Diagnostics, Sweden).
We considered 2z and 3z reactions of the skin prick test
to inhalant and food allergens and dermatophagoides mix
patch test as positive. We also considered elevated those
concentrations of total IgE (Prist) in the sera that were 20%
higher than the correlated age values. Additionally, antigenspecific IgE to common inhalant and food allergens were
measured with a radioallergosorbent test (RAST).
Our control group included 45 consecutive sex- and agematched patients who suffered from seborrhoeic dermatitis or
tinea pedis/cruris or psoriasis of the scalp and/or the nails.
Chi-square statistics were used to evaluate group differences.

prick tests were positive in 25 patients (54%). The total
IgE was increased in 30 patients (65%). The IgE range
in all patients (children and adults) ranged from 140 to
640 UI/ml. In 36 patients (65%), specific IgE antibody
to common inhalant and food allergens showed a
positive RAST.
Statistical studies showed that all the examined
variables (personal and familiar atopy, clinical signs
of atopy, prist, prick test, patch test, RAST) were
significantly associated with RAS ( pv0.0001 for each
one variable).
In the control group we found familiar history of allergy
in three patients, increased level of total IgE in two cases,
and positive prick tests in another two different cases.
DISCUSSION
Our investigation indicates that RAS, when not correlated to other diseases, more often than not can be
considered a phenomenon correlated to the immunological and constitutional factors distinctive for atopy. In
a similar way, there seems to be an association with
alopecia areata (1, 2). In some patients, RAS and
sensitization to specific foods are described to correlate
(5, 7, 8, 11); in other patients, epidemiological researchers
assume, but do not actually demonstrate, a possible
association between RAS and FA/FI (4, 6, 9).
Therefore, since (a) it is well known that atopy
manifestations are frequently associated with FA/FI (1,
12, 13), (b) it has been shown in both clinical and
epidemiological studies that aphthae are sometimes correlated with FI/FA, and (c) it is known that patients with
aphthae can be atopic, it is conceivable that some patients
affected by RAS could also have clinical or latent atopy.
The fact that the familiar prevalence of atopy symptoms in our patients with RAS was present with
statistical significance ( pv0.0001) indicates that RAS
belongs to the heritage of an ‘‘atopic background’’.
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